
Project 6: Evaluate a Display Ad Campaign
By Karri Owens



Assumptions 
Marketing Objective: You are running an advertising campaign with the goal 
of signing up students for the Digital Marketing Nanodegree

Cost: The cost of the degree is $999

Profit: For the purpose of this assignment, assume a profit margin of 30%, 
meaning that Udacity makes $299 in profit per student that signs up. 

Campaigns: We want to aggressively grow the program, but, we want to do it 
without losing money. We ran two different advertising campaigns. One was a 
display advertising campaign, one a video advertising campaign.  



Formulas: 
Conversion Assumption: 0.2% Conversion via Landing page 

Calculating #of Sign Ups: Clicks to the landing page *0.002 = # of Student 
Sign Ups
 
Note: Please round to the nearest whole number 

CPA: Cost of Campaign/# sign ups = CPA 

Note: Please round to the nearest cent

ROI: [(299 Profit) - CPA] * # of Student Sign Ups = ROI 



Part 1: Evaluate a Display Image 

Campaign



Display Image Campaign: Overall Results
Find below the overall results of the Display Image Campaign



Results: Calculate the ROI - Key results highlighted

Creative Clicks Impressions CTR Avg CPC

Campaign 
Results 1,973 282,066 0.70% $0.44

Cost Conversion 
Rate

# New 
Students CPA ROI +/-

$873 0.2% 4 218 +$324

The overall ROI of the campaign was +$324.00, which equals a positive campaign. ROI  is calculated by taking the 
(profit) $299 - (CPA)$218 * (#of student sign-ups) 4. 

Calculating the number of sign ups: (clicks to landing page)1973 *.002 (conversion assumption) = 4 

CPA: (cost of campaign) $873/ (# of signs ups) 4 = 218

: Review: Excellent work with the calculations here!
You have correctly calculated the ROI, CPA and # new
students. Good job!



Results: Calculate the ROI (continue)

I ran some further calculations to help me analyze the campaign. The more student sign ups, the lower the CPA and higher 
the ROI. See below:

6 sign ups
$873/6 = $146 CPA
ROI: 299 - 146 = 85 * 6= $510

8 sign ups
$873/8 = $109 CPA
ROI: 299 - 109 = 190 * 8 = $1,520 

10 sign up
$873/10 = $87 CPA
ROI: 299 - 87 = 212 *10= $2,120 



Display Image Campaign: Ad Results

A

B

Review the Ad results below of Creative A and B for Display Image Campaign



Which Ad Group Performed Better?

Creative A outperformed Creative B? Why? 

Creative A incurred more clicks, which increased the conversation rate of obtaining more students and gained a higher 
ROI than Creative B. Creative A CPA was higher but still performed with higher ROI.

Creative Clicks Impressi
ons CTR Avg CPC Cost

Conversi
on

Rate

# of New 
Students CPA ROI +/-

Creative - A 1,531 216,199 0.71% $0.45 $686.27 .2% 3 $229 +$210

Creative - B 442 65,867 0.67% $0.42 $188.24 .2% 1 $186 +$113

: Review: Indeed creative-A outperformed creative-B.
You have succinctly presented data in support of your
conclusion!

: Review: All your calculations are CORRECT!



Calculations for Campaign Evaluation

Creative A:

1531(clicks)*.002(conversion assumption) = 3 student sign ups

CPA: $686 (cost of campaign)/3 (# of sign ups) = $229

ROI: [299 (profit) - 229 (CPA)] * 3 (# of sign ups) = $210

Creative B: 

442(clicks)*.002(conversion assumption) = .8834, round up to 1 student sign ups

CPA: $186(cost of campaign)/1 (# of sign ups) = $186

ROI: [299 (profit) - 186 (CPA)] * 1 (# of sign ups) = $113



Display Image Campaign: Keywords

Full keyword list in separate file here

Review the Keyword results for the Display Image Campaign 



Keyword Clicks Impressions CTR Avg CPC Cost

1 Marketing online 236 20,750 1.14% $0.50 $118.64

2 Online marketing course 226 38,259 0.59% $0.28 $63.00

3 Digital marketing training 57 8,224 0.69% $0.54 $30.75

4 Marketing courses 19 1,999 0.95% $0.27 $5.14

5 Marketing careers 14 2,998 0.47% $1.68 $23.50

: Review: Good job with the selection of keywords!



How would you optimize this campaign?
Suggestion 1: Since Ad A performed better, I suggest doing an A/B test and change out the imagery in Ad B to be 
similar to Ad A. You could do this several times to find the best performing imagery. Then you coud A/B test again 
with the Headline find the best performing Headline content. You could go further and A/B test Headline 2.

Suggestion 2: Add keywords similar to the keywords that are performing well. Remove the keywords that had 0 clicks.

Suggestion 3: Make a new creative; new imagery, new Headline 1 and 2. Then A/B test the new creative as in 
suggestion one. Having creatives for each part of the buyer’s  will widen the reach of  the marketing campaigns and  
attract new student sign ups.

: Review: You have made some excellent
recommendations here. Good job!



Part 2: Evaluate a Display Video 

Campaign



Display Video Campaign: Overall Results
Review below the overall results of the Display Video Campaign



Results: Calculate the ROI
What was the overall ROI of the campaign? Positive $368.
Calculations:
#sign ups = 1892*.002=4
CPA: $826/4=$207
ROI: [299-207]*4=$368

Creative Clicks Impressions CTR Avg CPC

Campaign 
Results 1,892 157,517 1.20% $0.44

Cost Conversion 
Rate

# New 
Students CPA ROI +/-

$826 0.2% 4 $207 +$368

: Review: You have correctly calculated the ROI, CPA
and # new students. Good job!



Display Video Campaign: Ad Results

B

A

Campaign A - Short Keyword List

Campaign B - Large Keyword List 

Review below the Ad Results of the Display Video Campaign



Which Ad Group Performed Better?
Video B performed best; it received more clicks which increase new students, 
lower the cost per ad and increased ROI significantly. It also had a large 
keyword list.

Creative Clicks Impressi
ons CTR Avg CPC Cost

Conversi
on

Rate

# New 
Student CPA ROI +/-

Campaign A 453 54,312 .083% $0.64 $290.21 .2% 1 $290 +$9

Campaign B 1,439 103,205 1.39% $0.37 $535.40 .2% 3 $178 +$363

: Review: This is CORRECT!

You have rightly compared all the metrics between the
two campaigns.



Calculations for Evaluation

Campaign A:
453*.002=1
CPA: 290/1=$290
ROI: [299-290]*1=$9

Campaign B:
1439*.002=3
CPA: 535/3=$178
ROI: [299-178]*3=$363



Display Video Campaign: Keywords

This is an excerpt of the keyword list, the full list is here

Review the Keyword results for the Display Video Campaign 



Key Campaign Results (Keywords)

1. Present the five keywords you consider most successful based on the results of the campaign? 
● Online marketing video
● Ad Advertisement
● Digital business course
● Digital learning course
● Course digital learning

2. Highlight the best performing keyword from the results. Why was this the best performing keyword?

Ad Advertisement. It takes about a minimum of 500 clicks to get one sign up. Ad advertisement  and online 
marketing video were the only keywords to achieve the average of 500 clicks to one sign up. Ad advertisement 
had a higher ROI due the lower cost of $85 to run the ad. Online digital marketing video cost was higher at $253.

: Review: YES!



Keyword Clicks Impressi
ons CTR Avg CPC Cost Conversi

on Rate CPA # New 
Students ROI +/-

Online 
marketing 
video

495 42440 1.17% $0.51 $253.23 .2% $253 1 +$46

Ad 
advertisement 510 24170 2.11% $0.17 $85.58 .2% $85 1 +$214

Digital 
business 
course

42 3586 1.17% $0.46 $19.33 .2% NA 0 -$19

Digital 
learning 
course

207 14198 1.46% $0.31 $64.99 .2% NA 0 -$65

Course digital 
marketing 106 8726 1.21% $0.43 $45.50 .2% NA 0 -$46

: Awesome: Spot on!

Excellent work with calculations here!



How would you optimize this campaign?
Provide at least three suggestions to improve this campaign. (Answers might include things like: A/B testing, different 
creative, adding or removing keywords, etc…)

Suggestion 1: Adding a large keyword list to video A as we have seen the results in Video B outperforming video A 
that had a small keyword list.

Suggestion 2: Pause video A since it not delivering well.

Suggestion 3: Expanding the best performing keywords and pausing keywords with the higher CPC.

Suggestion 4: A/B test the videos, perhaps changing out the intro in one video.

Suggestion 5: Make a new creative, new video for different parts of the buyer’s journey. Having creatives for each part 
of the buyer’s will widen the reach of the marketing campaigns and attract new student sign ups.



Part 3: Results, Analysis and 

Recommendations



Recommendations for future campaigns
Imagine you had additional budget, given your campaign evaluation, how would you use it?

○ Focus on expanding the best performing keywords and pausing keywords with the higher CPC.

○ Adding keywords similar to best performing keyword - ad advertisement.

○ Since Ad A performed better, I suggest doing an A/B test and change out the imagery in Ad B to be similar 
to Ad A. You could do this several times to find the best performing imagery. Then you coud A/B test 
again with the Headline find the best performing Headline content. You could go further and A/B test 
Headline 2.

○ A/B test the landing page. Testing could be done on the CTA button design and placement, placement of 
imagery vs content and test different imagery.

○ Make new creative to both Ad and video. Having creatives for each part of the buyer’s will widen the 
reach of the marketing campaigns and attract new student sign ups.

: Review: You have covered some very critical aspects
in your recommendations. Great work here!


